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INT. 3D PRINTER – NIGHT1

The final part of the 3D MODEL we have glimpsed throughout 
the series is finished. It is clearly some kind of circuit 
board, plastic with channels and grooves. A hand removes it.

INT. WORKBENCH – CONTINUOUS2

By hand, molten solder is poured into the channels of final 
part of the 3D model. Microchips are slotted in to place. 
Then the final part is clicked in to a larger device made of 
many interlocked printed 3D models. This forms a complex 
looking CYLINDER twelve inches long and eight inches in 
diameter. A PADDED SUITCASE is opened and the cylinder moved 
over to it.

EXT. APARTMENT BLOCK. PYONGYANG, NORTH KOREA – NIGHT3

CHER LEE (26, a sweet looking student, she wears the state 
uniform) exits the block. She is carrying the padded suitcase 
and has a DUFFLE BAG over her shoulder. Across the square an 
OFFICIAL watches her. Lee calmly crosses the square – all the 
time glancing behind: the Official is following her.

She quickens her pace.

EXT. CENTRAL BUS STOP. PYONGYANG – NIGHT4

Lee approaches the bus stop. She glances back. The Official 
is still there – he knows he’s been spotted – there’s no 
point in hiding now, he walks over. Lee is getting nervous, 
she hold the suitcase tighter.

The Official joins Lee at the bus stop. No conversation. It’s 
awkward. He glances at her tight grip on the suitcase. Then 
the bus pulls up.

The Official allows Lee on the bus first. She nods her 
thanks. He follows her on board.

INT. NORTH KOREAN BUS – NIGHT5

Lee sits hugging the suitcase on her lap. The Official sits 
in the seat opposite. He nods and acknowledges her. Lee turns 
away from him and stares at her own reflection in the window.

EXT. EDGE OF THE CITY BUS STOP. PYONGYANG – NIGHT6

The bus stops. Lee – suitcase in hand – gets off. Alone. She 
goes to the adjacent PHONE BOOTH, dials a number – she lets 
it ring twice then hangs up.

Lee then crosses the road to the opposite bus stop. A TAXI 
heading in the direction she has just come from pulls up. She 
gets in. The taxi sets off.
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INT. NORTH KOREAN BUS – NIGHT7

The Official is in the same seat as before. He’s dead with a 
flick knife in his throat.

INT. BUNKER. HANHUNG. NORTH KOREA – NIGHT8

As per episode 7:

A  room full of IT equipment exported by Cromwell all hooked 
up and working. WORKERS tap at keyboards etc. On the master 
computer screen: maps, satellite images, world clocks and the 
repeating text:

?? ?? : ?

GENERAL KUI stands statue-like, commanding authority. 
Businessman SONG KANG instructs various workers at their 
computer terminals. THE AMPUTEE watches from the shadows. It 
all feels like the lull before the storm.

Then an old landline phone rings… twice.

Kui acknowledges this and calmly nods to Kang. Kang gives two 
claps of his hands and the room erupts into a frenzy of 
activity.

The Amputee’s work is now done. He walks from the bunker 
without acknowledging Kui or Kang. He looks back – this is 
going to get messy.

A video projector shows the output from the master computer 
screen. Suddenly the repeating text changes:

? ?? : ??

… and a moment later it translates to English:

MILITARY UNITS: ACTIVE

SMASH CUT TO 
TITLES

INT. BLACK TAXI – DAY9

CROMWELL leaps in to the taxi, he’s on his mobile to 
SHREEVES. There’s a situation. An end of the fucking world 
situation. He needs her and Brown at…

EXT. HEATHROW AIRPORT. PRIVATE DEPARTURES – DAY10

Pacing quickly through all security Cromwell fills in 
Shreeves and BROWN: North Korea became a nuclear state 
eighteen months ago. They have two warheads mounted on 
missiles but they lack sophisticated guidance systems – 
they’re more likely to screw up and nuke themselves. 
Shreeves: 'Except you exported cutting edge IT equipment to 
them. Now Kim Jung-Un has his guidance systems'.
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Cromwell: 'Not Kim Jung-Un. Incredibly he’s not the craziest 
megalomaniac in North Korea. This man is… (He produces a 
photo of General Kui) who intercepted the IT shipment'.

Brown: 'What does this have to do with us?'

Cromwell: 'A reliable source has informed the PM that twelve 
hours ago Kui began a military coup to seize control of North 
Korea – and therefore its nuclear arsenal. The PM has ordered 
us to co-operate fully with that source, you two have unique 
skills, meet your new partner…'

A HELICOPTER waits for them in the airfield. Standing beside 
it is The Amputee.

Brown rushes over and starts to beat the shit out of The 
Amputee – he has the guy on the floor kicking him. ‘Scan, 
stop!’ – he turns to find his wife Louise sitting inside the 
helicopter. She sees The Amputee as somebody who has helped 
her and improved her captivity. Brown disagrees.

Shreeves and Brown reluctantly board the helicopter. Cromwell 
says he can be more useful elsewhere.

INT. HELICOPTER – DAY11

Speaking through headsets, The Amputee explains that 
Whitewash is the only organisation that can operate quickly 
enough – without rules – to stop General Kui gaining control 
of the nukes.

Brown: 'How do you know Kui is capable of a coup?'

The Amputee: 'Because we made sure he can. For the last five 
years Kui has been systematically gaining a controlling 
interest in the Whitewash network. Every one of our missions 
has given him dirt on top politicians and power brokers. Not 
just in the UK – across the West – Whitewash networks are not 
unique to the UK'.

EXT. HELIPAD – DAY12

We’re inside some kind of hi-tech complex.

Shreeves, Brown and The Amputee disembark and are led into 
the complex. As they enter they are met by AMBER. What’s she 
doing here?

The Amputee: 'If this goes wrong there will be no loose ends 
on our side'.

INT. LUXURY CELL – DAY13

An ARMED GUARD stands outside.

Brown and Louise are led to her cell / apartment. Jamie is 
inside playing with his toys – he leaps to his feet at the 
sight of his father!   There’s a big emotional reunion.

CONTINUED:10
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INT. HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT – DAY14

DAME MARGO exits a committee room. Cromwell races over but 
she does not want to speak to him.

Cromwell needs her to arrange a vote of no confidence in the 
PM. He needs to be removed from office – there’s some serious 
shit going down. Dame Margo has no intention of removing her 
own party leader from office. But she is sorry. For what…?

As they turn a corner MARSH and COPELAND walk over and inject 
Cromwell with an instant knock out drug.

INT. ALLEYWAY. PYONGYANG – NIGHT15

Cher Lee is changing from into a MILITARY UNIFORM pulled from 
her duffle bag. She ties her hair back and removes her makeup 
– she looks ten years older.

INT. ENTRANCE. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY COMPLEX – NIGHT16

Lee’s ID allows her to walk through all the security checks 
with the suitcase until—

--A KOREAN GUARD stops her. He demands she open the suitcase. 
She has no intention of opening it – it’s her own private 
property. The guard decides to escalate the situation - 
reluctantly Lee opens the suitcase: it’s full of sexy 
underwear, lube and a couple of huge dildos. Embarrassed, the 
guard quickly closes the case and waves her through.

INT. SERVER ROOM. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY COMPLEX – NIGHT17

Lee opens the suitcase and tips the sex stuff across the 
floor. Beneath it is a layer of foam. Beneath that are the 
component parts of the cylinder. She quickly reassembles the 
cylinder.

On one side of the room is huge bank of 1980s style servers 
all humming and whirling away, orange flicker lights 
everywhere. In the middle of one server is a round hatch 
about eight inches in diameter. Lee opens the hatch and pulls 
out a cylinder and replaces it with the one she has just 
built. All the range lights turn green.

INT. CORRIDOR. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY COMPLEX – NIGHT18

From a wall mounted phone Lee dials a number.

INT. BUNKER. HANHUNG. NORTH KOREA – NIGHT19

General Kui still dominates the room. The landline rings… 
three times.

Kui gives the nod for phase two to begin. Nothing happens.

Kang apologises to Kui, pulls out a revolver and shoots the 
general dead.
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Kang turns to an assistant: 'Inform Kim Jung-Un where his 
troops can neutralise our military units in Pyongyang'.

INT. ENTRANCE. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY COMPLEX – NIGHT20

Lee nips through security, giving a flirty smile to the still 
embarrassed Guard.

INT. TAXI. CENTRAL PYONGYANG – NIGHT21

In the back of the taxi smiles to herself. A job well done. 
The taxi stops and the driver gets out and runs.

Lee realises what’s happening and grasps the door handle ---
BOOM!

INT. CENTRAL PYONGYANG – NIGHT22

On an otherwise deserted street a taxi burns.

INT. UK INTELLIGENCE COMPLEX – DAY23

A much slicker affair than the Korean counterpart – all state 
of the art, super sexy IT.

--Ten minutes ago the North Korean firewall went from orange 
to green status. What the hell is going on?

Shreeves deduces that the firewall must be preventing General 
Kui from accessing the nuclear launch system. He would need 
control of that to force Kim Jung-Un from office, it’s the 
only threat he could put on that country’s military generals 
to join with him.

The Amputee presents Shreeves with a scrambled code. She is 
the only expert they can rely on to decrypt it:

PASSWORD: B*FR~TYUJ#KLOIU&@YH

COUNTER: ?

Shreeves: 'It’s an old Blowfish transcription algorithm used 
by drugs cartels over ten years ago'.

The Amputee: 'Can you crack it?'

Shreeves: 'If all of us – including Brown’s family – get to 
walk out of here'.

The Amputee: 'You get to live'.

He hands her the tablet but she brushes it aside, grabs a 
pencil and notepad and starts frantically decoding.

Shreeves: 'So this is it… Whitewash HQ?'

The Amputee: 'Whitewash doesn’t have a HQ, we ‘borrow’ what 
we need. 

CONTINUED:19
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Whitewash was absorbed into something bigger, but General Kui
was unaware of that. It was decided to allow him to think he 
had control of Whitewash but we’d already chosen to sacrifice 
the network – cutting off an arm to protect the body from 
infection.'

A voice shouts out that they have made a connection through 
the missing firewall. A big countdown clock appears on the 
main screen:

TO LAUNCH:

00:04:33… 00:04:32…

The Amputee orders a proxy override of the North Korean 
system: Get that firewall back up. OPERATIVES and TECHNICIANS 
race in all directions – frantic activity.

The Amputee: 'Get scribbling, you have four minutes thirty…'

Amber is well out of her depth, but asks the obvious 
question: 'Is that why we are here?'

Shreeves answers: 'We’re here because today The Amputee 
doesn’t want a fight on two fronts. We’re in the tent, 
pissing out'.

An OPERATIVE shouts out that they’ve hit a counter password. 
They’re stopped in their tracks, this could take hours to 
crack.

INT. BUNKER. HANHUNG. NORTH KOREA – NIGHT24

Kang orders a direct phone link to Kim Jung-Un

INT. LUXURY CELL – DAY25

Brown is beating up the Armed Guard. Louise does not approve 
– she shields Jamie from the violence. Brown has decided they 
are breaking out of the complex. He takes the Guard’s gun.

But he can’t leave without Shreeves and Amber…

INT. UK INTELLIGENCE COMPLEX – DAY26

The Amputee hurries Shreeves.

Amber: 'Isn’t stopping World War III enough pressure to put 
on her?'

The Amputee: 'You lot think you’re the good guys but you’re 
just small fry. This is the stuff I fight to prevent every 
day with you as distractions. We all fight for good, but mine 
is by far the bigger, the more important, the greater good.'

Shreeves: 'Got it!'

CONTINUED:23
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INT. BUNKER. HANHUNG. NORTH KOREA – NIGHT27

KIM JUNG-UN is on the speakerphone. Translators quickly work 
the following:

Kang: 'This is a courtesy, Dear Leader'.

Kim Jung-Un: 'Stop your actions Kang, or I will personally 
throw you to the dogs'.

Kang: 'You have fifty-two minutes to evacuate your family 
from Pyongyang. That is more than you gave my family. But you 
stay. Your military is currently dispersed fighting Kui’s
soldiers so you can’t fight your way out'.

INT. UK INTELLIGENCE COMPLEX – DAY28

Shreeves: 'Zero, zero, zero, hash, seven, one, five, dollar 
sign, zero…'

The counter password is typed on screen as Shreeves reads 
from her notepad:

COUNTER: 000#715$05329

Brown – armed - bursts in to the complex. Louise and Jamie 41
follow him. Activity in the room stops. Brown tells Shreeves 
and Amber they are leaving with him – NOW. The Amputee takes 
a step towards Brown who fires a shot that ricochets off his 
alloy leg.

Shreeves tells him she has to finish the code or nukes are 
going airborne. Amber is torn between which to side with. 
Shreeves turns to an Operator:

Shreeves: 'At, at, ampersand, eight, three, E, hash'

On screen:

COUNTER: 000#715$053@@&83E#

PASSWORD ACCEPTED – FIREWALL ACTIVE

INT. SERVER ROOM. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY COMPLEX – NIGHT30

The green lights on the servers return to orange.

INT. BUNKER. HANHUNG. NORTH KOREA – NIGHT31

Kang stares at the projector screen:

FIREWALL = ON

Kim Jung-Un: 'I have taken the precaution of disarming our 
warheads. Your plan was never going to succeed'.
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Kang: 'General Kui had amassed enough information on western 
politicians to ensure that they will blame what is about to 
happen on you and embrace me as a moderate to lead North 
Korea to full democracy. –Activate the firewall ‘tunnel’'.

INT. SERVER ROOM. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY COMPLEX – NIGHT32

The fitted cylinder emits a shrill whistle  --then EXPLODES!

INT. UK INTELLIGENCE COMPLEX – DAY33

The Amputee congratulates Shreeves on averting the launch. 
GUARDS rush in and seize the gun from Brown – his escape bid 
is over.

There is general feeling of relief throughout the complex.

The Amputee orders Shreeves, Brown and Amber to be placed 
under detention: ‘They need retraining if they are to work 
for us’.

Then—

FIREWALL BREACHED!!!

…and the clock restarts: 00:00:10… 00:00:09… 00:00:08…

The Amputee: 'Can we take out the local exchange at 
Pyongyang? – There’s no time!'

00:00:01… 00:00:00

--Nothing happens. An eerie calm.

Shreeves dashes over to a monitor – there’s currently only 
one data connection leaving North Korea… She taps a keyboard 
and a huge satellite view global map appears on the big 
screen. A single line representing the data connection comes 
from Hamhung going to Seoul then Hong Kong then Delhi then 
Baghdad then… Everybody watches, trying to work out what they 
are seeing…

The line stops 50 miles south of the Israel / Lebanon border 
– nothing but... a huge area of REDACTED MAP – a black 
rectangle in the middle of the desert.

Shreeves, Brown, Amber and The Amputee all look at each 
other. What the fuck?

The Amputee: 'Get that map live – NOW!'

INT. BUNKER. HANHUNG. NORTH KOREA – NIGHT34

A similar map of the Israel / Lebanon border region is on the 
projector screen. A green dot flashes 50 miles south.

CONTINUED:31
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Kang: 'Dear Leader, the problem with your isolationist views 
is that you assume that everybody else follows them. You’re 
not the only rogue nuclear state.  –send the code packet…'

A TECHNICIAN clicks on an SEND button. On the map, the green 
flashing dot turns red as we track in on it…

EXT. 50 MILES SOUTH OF ISRAEL / LEBANON BORDER – DAY35

A secure MILITARY COMPLEX IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DESERT. Wire 
fence inside wire fence. Gun towers. Insane levels of 
security.

--Suddenly a klaxon blares out. Red warning light flashing 
everywhere!

--Huge hatches in the sand slide open - exhaust fumes 
bellowing out!

--A rumble then…

THREE NUCLEAR MISSILES launch across the desert skyline!

INT. UK INTELLIGENCE COMPLEX – DAY36

Shreeves, Brown, Amber and The Amputee stare at the still 
redacted map as three dots speed northwards imposed on top of 
the black rectangle.

The Amputee: 'Welcome to your first assignment for 
Whitewash'.

INT. CARGO CONTAINER37

Cromwell wakes in an empty and damp container. A small grill 
in the ceiling lets in a tiny amount of light.

In the darkness AN OLD NOKIA PHONE rings. He scrambles for it 
but finds he is handcuffed to the wall. He stretches out with 
his leg to drag the phone toward him. He grabs it an answers 
it: 'Hello David, this is the Prime Minister speaking. How do 
you like your new home?'

--The container lurches throwing Cromwell against the wall.

EXT. FELIXSTOWE DOCKS – DAY38

Cromwell’s cargo container swings from a crane as it is 
lowered into THE TANKER.

TO BE CONTINUED…

CONTINUED:34
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